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Dear Parents/Carers 
 
Year 10 Work Shadowing – Monday 18 to Thursday 21 July 2022 

As you may be aware, the last week of the Summer Term at Hampton Gardens is used to 
extend the curriculum beyond the classroom. For our Year 10 students, this means the 
opportunity to take part in work shadowing. This is the first time that this has been able to 
go ahead and is an exciting opportunity for our students.  

Work shadowing is a powerful way for students to learn about the world of work. Essentially, 
it involves a student observing the various tasks performed in a particular job and learning 
about how that job contributes to a company, organisation or society. The student normally 
shadows a parent, family member or a close family friend, with the person being shadowed 
acting as a mentor. In effect, the student tries to place themselves in their mentor’s shoes 
and to view the world of work through their eyes.  
 
A work shadowing placement can help the student with their future career choice by giving 

them opportunity to: 

 Explore a career area in which they are already interested, possibly helping to 
confirm their career choice; 

 Examine a career area in which they would like more experience and knowledge, 
possibly before making a career choice; 

 Become more aware of the structure and function of industry, thereby, helping them 
to widen their career options; 

 Further develop their skills of communication, observation and analysis and their 
interpersonal skills. 
 

Work shadowing is best suited to professional, managerial, technical or specialist jobs and 
the experience, although short, has proved to be very valuable for our students in previous 
years. We expect students to organise the placement themselves. 
 
As a number of local schools also run their work shadowing week in the last week of term, 
it is important to get a placement organised sooner rather than later, as it does become 
harder to find a placement the closer to work shadowing week you get. In addition, many 
large companies require their shadowing placements to be approved by their head office, 
which again can take some time. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Please complete the parent’s section of the attached form and ask the placement company 
to complete the reserve side of the form when you have arranged your child’s work 
shadowing placement. Please return the completed forms to the student postbox located 
inside the student entrance. This needs to be signed by employer, parent/carer and the 
student to show that you are both clear about what work shadowing involves.  

In order to give us time to co-ordinate the placement, please return all forms by Friday 10 
June.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me or the Year 10 Pastoral Team if you have any questions 
about work shadowing. 

Yours faithfully 

 

Mr A Karia  
Deputy Head of school     
CEIAG Lead    
 


